Beulah Smit
We were filming a two-part episode of HunTech Pro (season 2) at the picturesque Monterra Safaris
in Limpopo. This 14 000-acre family-owned game ranch is situated on the Limpopo River in the
northern part of South Africa along the Botswana border. Monterra was established as the exclusive
hunting ground of an American business owner in the 1980s. Thanks to his passion for hunting and
conservation, they proudly give hunters the opportunity to make Africa their own. Monterra offers the
service and facilities to create a personalised safari in your own special part of the country.

T

he waterbuck is part of the Monterra Safaris logo, and I
was privileged to harvest the magnificent bull that they
offered me. We had a hot couple of days, searching for
and stalking waterbuck. The swirling winds and other animals
that gave away our presence made this hunt even more challenging. We would find a nice bull and stalk him, only to be spotted
by other animals nearby. Then we would have to start all over
again, but that’s how hunting goes!

Ross Hare, managing director and PH, suggested we climb
a high koppie to get a good vantage point for scanning the
surroundings. He had a hunch that this plan would pay off.
We tried to hunt another waterbuck earlier that morning, but,
unfortunately, we were outsmarted in the process. We also
came across younger bulls and some females. We needed
to find a good, mature bull and Ross knew they roamed
this area.

I had this waterbuck bull in my sight.

The moment of impact

Glassing the surroundings, we saw what looked like a very
nice waterbuck bull among some wildebeest. He was calm
and unaware of our presence, allowing me the chance to get
the .308 Sabatti ready, place it on the sticks and wait for the
opportune moment to take the shot.
Ross told me exactly where to aim as the bull stood at a
slight quartering-away angle. As soon as he had set up the
shooting sticks, I took aim. The bull turned broadside just before
I fired. Taking a final breath, I slowly squeezed the trigger. The
180 gr Sako Super Hammerhead hit the bull in what hunters call
the “vital triangle”, and he expired within about 40 m.

Admiring the beautiful specimen

We worked very hard to get this bull, and it eventually
paid off. I was extremely grateful for the opportunity to hunt
Monterra’s symbolic animal. It is always a privilege to be in
the veld, doing what we love. Ross went above and beyond
to get me a beautiful, representative specimen as close as
possible to Roland Ward standards.
Monterra Safaris truly is a South African gem. The game is in
excellent condition, with some exceptional trophy-quality animals.

While filming part 2 of the HunTech Pro episode here, Ross
and Almayne Hughes (head PH and farm manager) made a
dream of mine come true. I finally got the opportunity to hunt
one of my bucket list species – a sable antelope bull.
However, I wasn’t going to hunt just any sable on the
property. There was a specific bull that Ross wanted to
have culled as part of their sustainable hunting and game
management practices. These practices not only preserve
the environment but also enhance the species naturally
occurring there. All the animals hunted here are carefully
selected for either trophy quality or age or to strengthen the
gene pool of breeding animals. Taking out the weak, sick
or crippled forms part of their sustainable hunting and environmental management model.
The sable bull I would harvest was very old, past his prime,
and a lone ranger kicked out of the herd.
The part of the property we were hunting covered some
6 000 ha, so it was quite a challenge to find one specific bull.
With our time at Monterra coming to an end, Ross and Almayne
discussed other sable bulls I could possibly go after, especially
since we hadn’t seen this particular bull for almost a week.
But luck was on my side. On our second-last hunting day,
PH Johnathan spotted the bull I was initially supposed to hunt
as he drove through a random part of the farm. He quickly
radioed Almayne to give him the bull’s location. We immediately
went there, disembarked from the vehicle and started stalking.
Everything, from the spotting to the stalking, played out
so well; the sun was behind us, giving us the advantage
of not being seen by the bull where he was bedded down,
and the wind was perfect.

Almayne said he would make a bugle call to get the bull
to stand up. He also advised me where to aim because a
frontal shot would be necessary once the bull got up. Almayne
cautioned that, once the bull was on his feet, I would have to
quickly shoot before he took off. On top of that, this would be
my first frontal shot ever. This really made me nervous, and
my breathing and heart rate quickened.
As Almayne started the bugle call, I got the bull in the
scope’s crosshair. Seconds felt like minutes as I waited for the
sable bull to get up so I could take the shot. The adrenaline
rushed through my veins, and I could literally hear my own
heartbeat. Buck fever was still very real for me when hunting,
and on this hunt, I had it worse than ever before.
After what felt like the hundredth bugle call, the bull stood up.
As predicted, he presented me with a frontal shot. Carefully,
I lined up the shot and squeezed the trigger. Upon impact,
the bull collapsed in his tracks.

The moment of impact

Almayne briefing me on our stalking strategy

The bull as he went down on the spot

The targeted bull, bedded down in the long grass

I was overcome with relief that everything
ended so well.

It was the right management decision to have this bull culled.
On closer inspection, we discovered that he had sustained two
major injuries in fights with other bulls. He had broken horn tips
and worn-down teeth. Besides that, he had an old stab wound
in his stomach and a huge abscess on his neck.
Every hunter that takes an animal at Monterra Safaris is
given the first chance to touch it. It is like a rite of passage,
especially when the hunter harvests a specific animal for the
first time. At Monterra, they also have a tradition of showing
respect and gratitude to the harvested animal and its sacrifice
by saying, “Go good, go well.” They thank the animal for many
years of breeding and paying the ultimate price so that many
more of its kind can populate the earth. And they give thanks to
God. This made my entire hunting experience so much more
special and made this hunt stand out above all the rest. It was a
very emotional experience, and it shows when one watches this
HunTech episode.
This sable was a once-in-a-lifetime bull. He had so much
character, and the fact that he was a fighter in a way reflected
who I am; it was clear that he never backed down right up until
the end.
Ross said that the Germans have a hunting ethic of taking
the oldest and injured animals, thereby removing weak genetics
from the population. He told me that I had embraced this ethic
by harvesting this old sable bull.
HunTech Pro travels across South Africa, giving us the
opportunity to share these hunts with you in association with
GAME & HUNT. Contact us today and let’s share a hunt!

Proud of and thankful for my
magnificent sable bull

For more information about our sponsors and destinations,
visit our website at www.huntechpro.co.za. You can also find
us on the following social media platforms:
 Facebook: HunTech Pro
 YouTube: HunTech Pro
 Instagram: huntechpro
 WhatsApp: +27 61 041 3020
 Visit our YouTube channel for more videos:
https://www.youtube.com/tjoeriekie
HunTech Pro is now also available
on the new platform, WildNET TV.
Download the app now!
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